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Ants In Their Pants 
 
‘Ants in their Pants’, come and join in the dance, 

Cousins, Uncles and Aunts do the sidewards stance, 

Gonna shake to the top, don’t you stop ‘til you drop, 

Do the Jiggly, Wiggly, ‘Ants in their Pants’. 

 

Down in the forest, forming a line, 

Marching along in “Double Ant Time” 

Moving in columns, sashaying in rows, 

Formic Dancing! This is how it goes! 

 

‘Ants in their Pants’, come and join in the dance, 

Cousins, Uncles and Aunts do the sidewards stance, 

Gonna shake to the top, don’t you stop ‘til you drop, 

Do the Jiggly, Wiggly, ‘Ants in their Pants’. 

 

Moving through scent trails in a straight line, 

Guarding the Queen – Communicate Time! 

Moving in columns, sashaying in rows, 

Formic Dancing! This is how it goes! 

 

‘Ants in their Pants’, come and join in the dance… 

 

Building ant bridges, on go the drones, 

Waltzing from nests and waving to home, 

Moving in columns, sashaying in rows, 

Formic Dancing! This is how it goes! 

 

‘Ants in their Pants’, come and join in the dance… 
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Butterflies - The Holly Blue 
  
O, Sweetest, brightest butterfly 

Called The Holly Blue,  

I'd like to see you flutter by 

Fly in the sky with you, 

Admiral, Tortoiseshell, Peacock, Brimstone, 

You’re all so beautiful too 

But my special little butterfly 

Is still the Holly Blue 

  
Basking in the warm spring sunshine 

In the hedgerows green, 

Is just one of the smallest wonders   

That I have ever seen, 

Admiral, Tortoiseshell, Peacock, Brimstone, 

You’re all so beautiful too 

But my special little butterfly 

Is still the Holly Blue 

 

How I'd like this moment to last.                             

Out in the fields so new, 

Perhaps I too could have a pair of wings  

And take to the skies with you? 

Admiral, Tortoiseshell, Peacock, Brimstone, 

You’re all so beautiful too 

But my special little butterfly 

Is still the Holly Blue 

 

Admiral, Tortoiseshell, Peacock, Brimstone, you’re all so beautiful too 

But my special little butterfly is still the Holly Blue 
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Spider, Spider (The Ticka-Ticka Song)  
 

Spider, spider, scary stuff, hairy legs and pincers twitching, 

Spider, spider, big red eyes, grabbing, snatching bugs and flies.  

 

Chorus  

Ticka, ticka, ticka, ticka, tick, tick, tick. 

Ticka, ticka, ticka, ticka, tick, tick, tick. 

Ticka, ticka, ticka, ticka, tick, tick, tick. 

Ticka, ticka, ticka, ticka, tick, tick, tick. 

 

Two legs bad, four legs bad, six legs bad, eight legs good,  

Running fast, spinning webs, furry, hairy, scary legs,  

 

Chorus                     Descant 

Ticka, ticka, ticka, ticka, tick, tick, tick                                                      

Ticka, ticka, ticka, ticka, tick, tick, tick 

Ticka, ticka, ticka, ticka, tick, tick, tick  

Ticka, ticka, ticka, ticka, tick, tick, tick 

Stealthily, skulkingly 

Scurrying, shimmering 

Omni-dexterous, silkiness  

Spider-webbing, gangliness 

 

Hairy ones and fairy ones, really, really, scary ones,  

Daddy Longlegs, Brown Recluse, all arachnids on the loose!  

 

Chorus 

Ticka, ticka, ticka, ticka, tick, tick, tick. 

Ticka, ticka, ticka, ticka, tick, tick, tick. 

Ticka, ticka, ticka, ticka, tick, tick, tick. 

Ticka, ticka, ticka, ticka, tick, tick, tick. 

 

 

 

Stealthily, skulkingly 

Scurrying, shimmering 

Omni-dextrous, silkiness 

Spider-webbing, gangliness 

Then sing Ticka chorus 4xs. Hairy Ones joins 2nd time and sings 3xs. Two legs bad 
joins 3rd time and sings 2xs. Spider, spider joins 4th time and sings once. All end with 
big finish last time. (This will be organised with everyone on the day!) 
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Ladybird  
 

Ladybird, ladybird, Mary's little bird, upon the leaves so green,  

Ladybird, ladybird, spotted ladybird, one spotted, rarely seen. 

Buttercup, firewood, dandelion, harebell, bittersweet, cornflower too, 

Two spotted, four spotted, six spotted wildflowers, we'll spot the bugs with you.  

Ladybird, yellow bird, black bird, reddest bird, dotted on leaves so green,  

Fewest spots, fairest spots, rarest, squarest spots, once spotted, rarely seen. 

 

 

Hum…..... 

 

 

 

Buttercup, firewood, dandelion, harebell, bittersweet, cornflower too, 

Two spotted, four spotted, six spotted wildflowers, we’ll spot the bugs with you.  

Ladybird, yellow bird, black bird, reddest bird, dotted on leaves so green, 

Fewest spots, fairest spots, rarest, squarest spots, once spotted, rarely seen. 
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Bees - The Manchester Bee 
 

I'm a bee busybody 

Busy bugging buzzing bees, 

Busy sowing seeds and flowers 

In the hedgerows, under trees,  

Planting bee-friendly flowers  

Building Bee Hotels with ease.  

I'm a bee busybody for the Manchester Bees! 

 

Buzzy, Body, Busy, Buggy, (Single Crotchet Clap beat 2, Double Quavers Clap Beat 4) 

Buddy, Building, Busy, Body, Whizzing, Fizzing, Fussing, 

Buzzing, Manchester Bees!  

 

I'm a bee busybody 

Busy bugging buzzing bees, 

Busy buying local honey 

To support the bumblebees,    

Planting lavender and foxglove, 

Crocus, Borage, Rosemarys.  

I'm a bee busybody for the Manchester Bees! 

 
Buzzy, Body, Busy, Buggy, 

Buddy, Building, Busy, Body, Whizzing, Fizzing, Fussing, 

Buzzing, Manchester Bees! 
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I'm a bee busybody 

Busy bugging buzzing bees,   

My advice to all you folks is 

Let the humble bumble be 

Honey, Mason, European, Solitary, Red Tailed Bees,  

I'm a bee busybody for the Manchester Bees! 

 
  

Buzzy, Body, Busy, Buggy, 

Buddy, Building, Busy, Body, Whizzing, Fizzing, Fussing,  

Buzzing, Manchester Bees! 

Buzzy                      Body       (In 2 groups to each other) 

Busy                         Buggy 

Buddy                      Building 

Busy                         Body 

Whizzing                 Fizzing 

Fussing                    Buzzing  

Manchester Bees!   (together) 

 

 
 


